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Overview of topics:
The IFAT 2008 Munich – a complete success
Reparation using 2500 bar – High-Tech for rent
Clear of ice without energy supply! On the
ball – the new Krumme-website now online!

IFAT 2008 Munich - more
successful than ever!

· 2.560 exhibitors: 15 percent increase
· 120.000 visitors: 10 percent increase
· Foreign interest increased by one third
“Given these results, the IFAT has become the world’s largest
and most significant trade fair for environmental technology
and environmental services.”
During the IFAT 2008, in total more than 120,000 tradesmen
visited the fair, including more than 4,000 foreign visitors
that came from 163 different countries. Compared with the
10% increase in the total number of visitors, the amount of

foreign visitors increased by nearly 18%
over previous events.
This corresponds with
more than a third of
the total number of
visitors. Even we, the
employees of Krumme GmbH, were overwhelmed by the large
crowd of visitors. Between the 5th and the
9th of May 2008, many
of our customers learned about our products
at our booth in hall A2.
Beneficial contacts
were established, new
products introduced
and we had some productive discussions. Overall, this was
a good incentive for us to be present at the IFAT in the years
to come.

New in our rental park – jets up to 2500 bar!
By purchasing the new FALCH 25, we continue to focus on
high performance on every line! With a jet speed of up to
1700 km/h it is the most powerful handheld machine
that is currently available. In the
hands of our specially trained
professional, the new T25
is well-suited to prepare
for a durable overhaul of
the concrete in an extremely fast, precise and
thorough manner. We
already know it – only
the best-prepared substrates can guarantee
long-term renovation!

There are good reasons for dispensing with solid blasting
abrasives: damage to the intact substance is minimized and
one can manage without labour-intensive protective and
disposal measures. The water-jet levers the loose
substance from the sound stonework or concrete
without damaging the intact structures. Now,
even the steel-reinforcement can be exposed
without risk of damage. The option to individually change the settings to match the substance-condition by choosing the right
nozzle typifies the effectiveness of
the new jet.
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T25 RENTAL SERVICE:
We rent the Falch T25 from our location in Bad Hersfeld (
Germany). As of now, you can rent this high-tech water jet in
combination with a specially trained professional (according
to UVV regulations for concrete rehabilitation), by the hour
or per day.
The professional, transport, insurance, protective gear and
wearing parts are included in the rental price. Contact us for
more information!
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Brand new: Clear of ice –
permanently nearly for free

Clearly, a heated scraper runway simplifies the winter operation considerably. What is new about this is that the operating costs of such a heating system are next to nothing
because one can dispense with external energy sources.
Both pictures show this type of installation; last winter we
undertook several extensive tests and the product proved
itself superbly. Innovative technology from Krumme GmbH!
We will gladly inform you about our products!
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